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Prop 8 Is Wrong, To the Letter
By Jeremy Hooper | 2/10/09 | Good As You

tpburl.com/s1kt0v
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eople in love with both their country and their partners.
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cclesiastes trumps the right to privacy or the Equal Protection Clause?

easoned arguments stifled by irrational fear.
nward we push, refusing to be bullied into silence.
eacefully protesting wrongheaded decisions, rulings, or ballot initiatives.
nly thing? Our principled stands are misrepresented as “attacks” and “militancy.”
elf-appointed moral authorities deny us of our own, making us sound as evil as possible.
t’s enraging, both the bashing and the anti-intellectualism.
hey trade off truth in favor of talking points
rresponsibly using terms like “sanctity” and “family protection.”
h you’re the nice guys?! Then why is my pain so real?
ever mind that they inject religion into what should be a civil matter.

don’t think so, Dr. Dobson!
od is a citizens’ choice -- fairness under the law is not!
ow dare you deny my family so as to embolden your own life (and wallet)?
his Freedom to Marry Week, I pledge to stand up to these offensive attacks in even
greater ways than before! Hopefully you’ll join me.
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Adam Sjöberg | tpburl.com/xc15bn

Updated: By the Time You Read This
I Will Be Addicted to Meth
By Jenny | 1/31/09 | The Bloggess
tpburl.com/3db10c
So yesterday I left my doctor a
teary message begging her for something stronger than the rheumatoid
arthritis meds that are not working for me at all and I happened to
mention that I read a study about
medicinal marijuana helping and
then right after that my pharmacy
called and said they had “something” for me. They weren’t specific
so I assumed it was probably pot but
when I got there they gave me pills
and I’m all “They make it in pills
now?” and the pharmacist looked at me weird but then I remembered that smoking causes cancer and so they probably had to convert it to pills so it wouldn’t break their hippocratic oath.
But then I opened the bag and apparently I over-stated my symptoms because MY DOCTOR
PRESCRIBED ME METH.
Y’all, I don’t even know how to take meth. I tried to look it up online but I got distracted
by this list of meth nicknames, one of which is “pootananny”. Honestly, I’m doing a drug
called “Pootananny”? I’m embarrassed for meth now.
UPDATED: I tried snorting it and the pill got stuck up my nose so instead I tried to cook it
with a lighter but the spoon melted and now it smells awful in here. Also I realize that I probably shouldn’t have used a plastic spoon but I didn’t want my kid accidentally eating with a
used meth spoon later. Because I’m responsible.
UPDATED part 2: Okay, I tried it again using a real spoon but the pootananny still
wouldn’t melt so I added a little butter and then it totally dissolved. It tasted terrible and also I
don’t feel high at all.
UPDATED part 3: Fuck. I think I’m immune to meth.
UPDATED part 4: Crap. I just read the instructions and apparently I’m supposed to take
7 meth pills today! I’m totally going to need more butter. I’d drive to the store to get it but I’m
not sure if you’re supposed to drive on meth. I guess I could ask my neighbor if I could borrow
a cup of butter but she knows I don’t cook and she’d probably assume I was using it for illegal
drugs so then I’d show her my prescription and be all “No, it’s totally legal” and her husband
would be all “Who was that, honey?” and she’d be like “Oh, it was the neighbor showing me
her prescription meth” and then they’d both think I was bragging and would never invite me
over because I’m a show-off. They are very simple people and all they have in their medicine
cabinet is off-brand aspirin. I think they’re Amish.
UPDATED part 5: Okay, I’ve taken 3 pills and all I feel is guilty for eating so much butter. I went to Taco Cabana and told some high school kids I would be willing to trade some
pootananny for weed and they just looked at me funny. Then I got back home and looked up
pootananny again and apparently it means “vagina”. I’m totally going to get arrested.
Comment of the day: And NOW I have that Ice Cube song stuck in my head, the one where he says
he killed the pootananny. I’m pretty sure he’s not talking about meth, though. ~ Andrea’s Sweet Life
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Ten Things I Won’t Miss About
My Office Job

Celebrating the 200th Birthday
of a Maniacal Tyrant

By Anonymous | 2/5/09 | Unemploymentality
tpburl.com/j4cdy5
This next post comes to us from our friend, Funemployed in SF, who is just beginning her jobless
journey:
Though I was recently downsized out of a job, I harbor no hard feelings towards my former
employer. Still, as I sunbathe with my buddy Chuck Shaw at my side, I can’t help but gloat that
I will no longer be subjected to the ordinary absurdities of corporate office life.
Things like…

By Paul Huebl | 2/10/09 | Crime, Guns, and Videotape

tpburl.com/krzbfh

1. The horrible, sinking realization that I accidentally sent a sarcastic email “reply all.”
2. 9am phone meetings with people on the East coast who have been drinking coffee for three
more hours than I have. Especially when I’m hungover.
3. Fighting a losing battle against carpal tunnel (that only gets worse when I slack off and surf
the internet. Cruel world).
4. The sensory deprivation of cubicle life, forcing me to get up a million times a day to get coffee, then pee, then get coffee, then pee, then get water, then pee, etc, in a vicious cycle.
5. When people use corporate buzzwords with zero irony. Also when people say “action items”
instead of “to do list,” “as per usual” instead of “as usual,” and “ping me” instead of “email
me.” Really guys?
6. Formatting Excel spreadsheets. Everything about Excel spreadsheets is a pain in the ass.
7. The way people talk slower and convey less information when they use Power Point, when
you could print it out after a meeting and read two hours worth of presentation in five minutes
instead.
8. Getting really really excited when I get to move my desk to a cool new spot, only to realize
how sad that is.
9. Stressing out trying to get something done by “EOD.” In general, having to take completely
arbitrary deadlines seriously.
10. The feeling that my effectiveness as a person is in any way tied to the success or failure of
a corporation suffering from a lack of vision and poor management. Also, did I mention excel
spreadsheets?
I breathe a sigh of relief knowing that now that I’m funemployed, I won’t have to get up
early to deal with any of this again. At least for a good long while.
Thanks Funemployed!
PHOTOS

USA - Make no mistake the losers of wars are not the ones that write the history books. The
winners of our incredibly destructive Civil War elevated a world class brutal tyrant to sainthood.
The Civil War should never have happened. The North should have recognized the simple
rights of the Southern states. Instead more young Americans had to die in an unnecessary war
than in all other wars we’ve ever been involved with combined. We would have had a United
States with local control.
Instead we have Washington, DC dictating every aspect of life to every state. Contrary to
popular misconceptions the Civil War was not about slavery.
As for Abraham Lincoln the tyrant, he suspended the Constitution, shut down newspapers
and jailed Americans without trial. Anyone speaking against that despot wound up in jail.
If there was a misdeed of John Wilkes Booth it was that he did too little, too late.
The Lincoln Sainthood PR Machine has brainwashed millions for nearly 150 years. Calling this un-American dictator one of the greatest presidents does a giant disservice to the scores
of other men who lived up to their oaths of office.
With tough times ahead and a bogus stimulus plan that can only destroy our free market
system we are about to repeat history.
As the narcotics addicts can’t afford their drugs, our prisons begin the wholesale release
inmates they can’t afford to hold and the free money folks can’t get food stamps or cash life will
be unbearable.
Crime will go wild as public anger spills over to the conditions of post World War I Europe.
Freedom, prosperity and safety will be a thing of the past.

How the World Economy Nearly Crashed
By Mike Kuykendall | 2/10/09 | Mike Kuykendall
tpburl.com/10tx4j
In case anyone was still not getting the severity of the economic crisis, apparently the entire world economy almost crumbled last fall (h/t to Political Wire);

Kurt Simonson | tpburl.com/mxw754

Diaries of a Temp, Chapter Nine: Sisterhood
By Lindsay Rush | 2/11/09 | Unemploymentality
tpburl.com/rg6m0z
I’d like to think that what goes around comes around. It’s a lovely thought to consider,
right? Like a you scratch my back, I’ll scratch yours kinda thing only less sexy. Unfortunately
that’s not always how things work out. Good people lose their Target gift cards and bad people
get to swim in gold coin vaults (insert serious examples here). If I was a believer in karma
(which I am not), I would think that I had pinpointed the reason for everything I’ve gone
through as a temp. I could probably date it back to June 3, 1986. The year my younger sister was
born.
I know what you’re thinking. “How does this have anything to do with your temp work?”
Well, I realized last night, as I was reminiscing with my sister about what we were like as tots,
that I treated her a lot back then like my employers treat me now. I also realized I had an unhealthy penchant for cheese. And that I still do. But I digress. I have highlighted a few common
threads between my behavior in the 80s and my current employers behavior now. It looks like I
may be finally paying for it….you be the judge:
Trickery
When Emma was little, we used to take all of our chores that we didn’t like and pass them
down to her. Our trick? Telling her we were timing her to see how fast she could get them done.
Worked every time. In fact, it still works. This is reminiscent of the chicks in my department
who hand me down all of the tasks they don’t want to do. You know, anything extra tedious
and mind numbing. They are smart though, and phrase it all, “Do you think you can handle
this?” So I’m all, “Pshh yeah i can handle it” and then they leave and I realize I’ve been duped.
Curses!
No Glory
As a temp I’ve grown accustomed to doing multiple small additions to many projects
which keeps me busy but also invisible. No one looks at a finished proposal and says “My my
who did this binding?”. Similarly, when Beauty and the Beast came out, guess who performed
the opening song for the family and neighbors? And guess who was Belle? That’s right. I played
lead while Emma was forced to be the entire background cast. The milkman, baker, librarian…
basically all of the townspeople. Would that song be the same without all the “Bonjur!” in the
background? Absolutely not. But who got all the attention? You guessed it.
Speaking of Milkman…
We told her she was adopted. I can’t think of any way this applies but I needed to confess.
Orrrrr
Everyone struggles with being heard sometimes. We all wish our ideas were taken more seriously, right? Well poor little Emma knows exactly how that feels because when it came to playing house, or making up games or naming pets we never listened to her input. (She named her
bunny Banana Moonbeam…I’m just sayin’). I always used the well known “Or” method. Which
means I responded to her suggestion with “Why yes, we could do that ORrrrr we could……” and
then inserted my own (better) idea. This has happened to me countless times at temp jobs and
now I see why I kinda deserve it.
Perhaps 7 months of temping is my punishment for roughly 7-10 years of sister bullying. I
think I can handle suffering in some of the ways I caused her to suffer as long as my employers
don’t start stealing my diary and telling my crushes I like them. I have to draw the line somewhere.
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On Thursday (Sept 18), at 11am the Federal Reserve noticed a tremendous draw-down of money market
accounts in the U.S., to the tune of $550 billion was being drawn out in the matter of an hour or two.
The Treasury opened up its window to help and pumped a $105 billion in the system and quickly realized that they could not stem the tide. We were having an electronic run on the banks. They decided
to close the operation, close down the money accounts and announce a guarantee of $250,000 per
account so there wouldn’t be further panic out there.
If they had not done that, their estimation is that by 2pm that afternoon, $5.5 trillion would have been
drawn out of the money market system of the U.S., would have collapsed the entire economy of the
U.S., and within 24 hours the world economy would have collapsed. It would have been the end of our
economic system and our political system as we know it.
We are no better off today than we were 3 months ago because we have a decrease in the equity positions of banks because other assets are going sour by the moment.

This needs to be passed around the blogosphere and posted far and wide; perhaps by publicizing this near calamity the extreme circumstances we find ourselves in will finally penetrate the
brainpans of possibly recalcitrant Blue Dogs and Republicans in the House, allowing the stimulus to pass. Then President Obama can go out and try to earn his paycheck.
Something needs to be done.
Someone once said to me if you stop moving, you stagnate. If you truly find yourself
directionless, you might as well pick a direction and make a choice. No one has a solution to
this mess- it falls to Obama and his coalition in Congress to take a chance and try to fix things.
Considering the above, it’s definitely time to try something different.
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My Name Was Marrow
By Peter Gajdics | 2/3/09 | The Nervous Breakdown
tpburl.com/0dnsr8
I was the shy, chubby kid who was poked and taunted by his elementary school classmates–
the Rudolph, who wasn’t allowed in any Reindeer games. The difference with me was the name
the kids all chanted, spat back at me with vengeance, was my own–pronounced, “Gay-dicks.”
The story goes that when my father emigrated from Hungary in the 1950’s, in order to Anglicize his surname, and make it easier for North Americans, he changed its pronunciation from
“Guy-ditch” to “Gay-dicks.” He was still learning English at the time and, evidently, must not
have realized the implications of such an alteration.
With the onset of puberty, like a lens shifting slowly, forebodingly, into focus, came the
realization that I was, or was at least becoming, as my name implied. If my name had been like
flesh I would have peeled or burnt it from my bones, exposed, from within, my true essence and
said to everyone, to all my Tormentors, Look, see, I am not the name you call me. But I was. I
was everything they named me, and more. My name was marrow; there was nowhere, not anywhere, I could go to escape my insides.
I changed my name, or at least its pronunciation, back to “Guy-ditch” the year I met my
former psychiatrist. “How do you say your last name?” he asked, during my initial consultation.
“Guy-ditch,” I said. “As in a ‘guy-in-a-ditch.’” Earlier that same year, in 1989, my family had rejected me for being gay, and so I’d moved away from my hometown to “start over.” The doctor
said I could, with his assistance, “unlearn” my homosexuality, and revert to my innate heterosexuality. I was twenty-four years old, had been raised Catholic, and believed what he, and the
culture at the time, told me.
Medication, used initially to combat insomnia, became the doctor’s weapon against my sex
drive. Any light that remained alive in me was switched off: erections were eliminated, fantasy
and arousal, eradicated. The canvass to my mind’s imagination was being whitewashed. Dry
mouth, difficulty breathing, heart palpitations, involuntary twitching, constipation, urinary
retention, weight gain of over forty pounds: My body became an earthquake that I was trapped
inside.
Six years of aversive therapy would elapse before I’d stand naked before my bedroom mirror, staring at a sad and pale reflection of my former self–at my body, bloated from years of overmedication, and into my thirty year old eyes–dark, sunken and unhappy. There would never be
a heterosexual in me waiting to emerge; instead, I’d become more like a shell that had had its
innards scooped out.
My mother, who escaped a concentration camp during World War II, once told me that
she survived thirty-four months in various labor and death camps because her captors never
touched the core of who she is. “They might have killed my body, God knows they tried, but
they never touched my spirit.”
Likewise, six years of therapy to change my sexuality taught me that the only thing that
lasts, after losing everything else, is what is real: what can’t be changed.
By the way: after suffering through withdraw of all medication, and recovering from the
therapy, I sued my former psychiatrist for medical malpractice on the grounds that he’d treated
my homosexuality as a disease.
The case settled out of court in 2002.
The doctor continues, to this day, treating patients.
I wrote a book.

Where the Jobs Are:

States & Careers That Are Hiring
By Vida | 2/10/09 | Directory of Schools Education Blog
tpburl.com/h7crxj
In an economic climate where all news appears to be bad news, it is refreshing to learn that
positive job reports do exist.
According to USA Today, jobs are available in specific states and careers. And stimulus or no
stimulus, employment forecasts reveal that more people should begin working by the end of the
year.
Six states expect to lose only 1% or less of their workers in 2009, according to Moody’s
Economy.com, and may even do some hiring. Those states are:
• Colorado
• Nebraska

• New Mexico
• North Dakota

• Texas
• Washington, D.C.

And though 2009 may end with a loss of 2.8 million jobs in the nation, the situation
should begin to turn around by the end of the year. It may take several years for employment to
match pre-recession numbers; but job growth is imminent, according to economic experts.
In the midst of today’s job losses, at least three employment sectors are expected to show
positive hiring gain in 2009:
• education

• health services

• government

Many who have lost jobs are enrolled in online education classes for study in these and
other hot careers, including accounting, dental assistant, nursing and other health care, business, computer science, criminal justice and more.
Online schools continue to roll out the red carpet to welcome the newly unemployed who
want to be ready for when hiring picks up speed. Through these schools and traditional colleges
and universities, unemployed workers hope to be at the front of the line for the influx of new
jobs, whenever they appear.
Workers are cautioned against packing up their families to start a new life in a new place,
unless proper research, planning and preparation reveal the presence of adequate work and
economical housing.
But while staying put, it is advisable for individuals to utilize free monies and low-interest
student loans to improve job skills, learn the ropes of a new career or earn an online degree or
professional certificate.
PHOTOS
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Recession Woes Effect Fashion
By Admins | 2/10/09 | 39th & Broadway
tpburl.com/c9msrf
Say goodbye to fashionistas and hello to
recessionistas. When the economy is in crisis
the fashion industry is hit hard. Fashion is
considered a luxury item, which consumers can easily cut out of their budget, unlike
staples of food and housing. (Although some
of us would rather skip a meal to afford a
fabulous new pair of Louboutins this season).
Regardless of our income levels there is no
denying, we are all feeling the pinch. In the
March issue of Harper’s Bazaar, Sarah Jessica
Parker discusses how Carrie Bradshaw would
Kate Yan | tpburl.com/hdf75r
have handled a recession. “She would probably end up in a hospital, perhaps she would go back to her 80’s stuff and start bringing it back
out.” Well, SJP has an excellent point; the tough economy should challenge us to look into
our own closets and think more creatively. How can you rework existing pieces to make them
relevant again? How about mixing and matching, old with new, to stretch a skimpy wardrobe
this season?
The down economy has also inspired many entrepreneurs, for example, Californian Carrie
Pollare has developed a recession themed jewelry line. Her bracelets, with sayings like, “I’m
tired of the economy” are made of recycled material with a percentage of the proceeds going to
charities. While many large retailers are struggling, small boutiques are thinking outside the
box to keep their businesses a float. Small business owners are returning to more of a grassroots
approach to their marketing and visual merchandising. Boutiques are taking a local angle in
their advertising, by hosting more in-store events rather than spending on traditional advertising. All retailers have cut back on their buying and are being less risky in investing in new
product. Additionally, they are asking manufactures for various discounts to help their bottom
line. This, in turn, puts the burden on designers and manufactures to create more unique “must
have” pieces at a recession friendly price-point. For those of us in the Garment Center, it is time
to reevaluate our SKU plans and focus on quality not quantity in our line development!
For all you recessionistas who are watching your wallets this season, we have some great
suggestions to help fill your wardrobe. Shopping sales, using discounts, trading outfits, reworking existing clothing, and DIY projects are great ways to use your creativity and stretch a dollar.
For specifics, here are some of our favorite budget fashion bloggers to help you out:
The Budget Babe, The Budget Fashionista, The Recessionista, Style Bytes, Cheap Jap, Clutch
22, Swap Style
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Signs You’ve Grown Up

Personal

Attempts at a One Night Stand
By myopicpsychotic | 2/10/09 | Myopicpsychotic’s Blog
tpburl.com/k980qz
The beginning of 2007 saw me in a place I’d not been for a while. I was single for the
first time in two years. Since my last visit to this territory, I was a changed person. I now had
experience of sex and love. I had a taste for it. I sought satisfaction of my cravings and in doing
so, I wanted to forget about my ex. I wanted to wash that man right out of my hair like I would
wash away knits. I was going to deal with this in typical man fashion; the best way to get over
someone is by getting under someone. On an aside, I have since learned that this is so not true.
I developed a multi-pronged strategy of ways in how I might get myself out there. I would
utilise friends of friends, dating sites, classifieds and make myself stand out in night clubs.
Deep down I wanted to prove to myself I was capable of moving on and being an independent
person. I was up for fleeting encounters or a blossoming romance. I really wasn’t that fussy. I
just wanted a replacement. It all seems very pathetic now I look back on it, but this is genuinely
how I felt. Pursuing romance was a bit like Pan’s Labyrinth; it was a journey of encounters with
many freaks and oddities.
My journey spanned six months. To this date, I believe I put myself out there as much as
a person just out of a relationship could. I’ve spoken with single friends and they agree I met
many freaks. I would like to think I’ve provided a service to all the gay singletons out there. I
have tagged those freaks with a big fuck-off blinking light to ward off doh-eyed singletons. Just
in case warning lights are not sufficient, I have taken the liberty of detailing my experience
with these individuals by giving them appropriate code names. This is the closest to a name and
shame campaign I will ever get.
The Spaniard
I met this one in a gay bar. He was a six foot, dark Spaniard that would steal the breath
from any red blooded girl or gay man. We had a kiss and left the club soon enough. It was a rare
weekend that I had the apartment to myself. I wanted to make the most of it. We went to bed
and kissed a bit more. I made a purposeful move that he did not acknowledge. I tried to take it
up a notch, once again. It was then I received more information about the Spaniard’s day than I
cared to know. Apparently, he had masturbated twice that day and already slept with someone.
I really didn’t know what to do with this information. I think my mouth remained open in
shock until he left my house at 06.00 the next morning.
The Pseudo
This boy wasn’t so much a freak as a complete mess. He was a very good looking guy that
I met by creating a classified. We chatted for hours and to be honest had good fun. He seemed
like a really nice guy. While chatting,. he slipped up and it was obvious he had given a fake
name. I was cool with it and we moved on. We drank lots of wine. He wasn’t too bothered with
the wine, but seemed insistent that I drink it. We moved things to the bedroom. While lying on
the bed, I realised I was fading out. “The room is spinning,” I exclaimed. “And not for the right
reasons. It was then I fell asleep. The next morning, he was too sick to do anything. This was
our last encounter. He told me he wanted a relationship with me and then revealed he only said
that because he felt I wanted him to say it. I put an end to it by telling him to go ‘fuck himself’.
The Lenten Boy
I met this guy in the George. After the club had long finished serving, we walked to the
night bus, where we chatted for hours. We texted most days until our next date. During one of
these texts he jokingly said he was giving up sex for Lent. The texts drew us to our next meeting, which happened to fall on Shrove Tuesday. I suggested we make pancakes at my house
- pancakes accompanied by metaphorical coffee, I thought. We cooked up pancakes and had
indepth conversation during which Lenten Boy revealed he once tried to kill himself. I could
have vacated the room and he would have continued talking. We went to bed and had a bit of
a snog. I then made my well-practiced, purposeful move. He told me he had given up sex for
lent. I looked at my watch and it was two minutes past midnight. Lent had ensued. I may have
turned on my side and mouthed “OMG” in disbelief to myself a few times.
The Lesbian Boy
I went to a Lesbian night one night. It was unsurprisingly swamped with women. I managed to meet what I thought was a really nice guy there. We had a kiss and then exchanged
numbers. I heard from him soon after and we arranged to meet for coffee. On our third date
I had gastric flu and a cold sore. The facial herpes and excessive sweating due to fever did not
seem to deter him. He was thrilled when I invited him to stay. The next morning he made a
move on me and I said I didn’t think it was wise to get up to anything given my condition. He
seemed puzzled so I spelt it out for him. He became really narky and started getting dressed. I
asked him what the problem was. He told me I wasn’t the only one who could put the lid on
the “honeypot”. As a friend put it, you have to be black to use terms like “honeypot”. The
whole thing went tits up after that.
PHOTOS

By Mike Kuykendall | 2/11/09 | WickedGayBlog
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Your potted plants are alive... and you can’t smoke any of them.
Having sex in a twin-sized bed is absurd.
You keep more food than beer in the fridge.
6:00 AM is when you get up, not when you go to sleep.
You hear your favorite song in an elevator. (I actually heard Lucky Star the other day!)
You carry an umbrella. You watch the Weather Channel.
Your friends marry and divorce instead of hookup and breakup.
You go from 130 days of vacation time to 7.
Jeans and a sweater no longer qualify as ‘dressed up.’
You’re the one calling the police because those damn kids next door don’t know how to
turn down the stereo.
Older relatives feel comfortable telling sex jokes around you.
You don’t know what time McDonald’s closes anymore.
Your car insurance goes down and your car payments go up.
You feed your dog Iams instead of McDonald’s.
Sleeping on the couch makes your back hurt.
You no longer take naps from noon to 6 p.m.
Dinner and a movie - The whole date instead of the beginning of one.
Eating a basket of chicken wings at 3 a.m. would severely upset, rather than settle, your
stomach.
You go to the CVS for Ibuprofen and antacids, not condoms and pregnancy test kits.
A $7.00 bottle of wine is no longer ‘pretty good stuff.’
You actually eat breakfast foods at breakfast time.
“I just can’t drink the way I used to,” replaces “I’m never going to drink that much again.”
Over 90% of the time you spend in front of a computer is for real work.
You don’t drink at home to save money before going to a bar.
You read this entire list looking for one sign that doesn’t apply to you.

PHOTOS

Kurt Simonson | tpburl.com/mxw754

Laundromat
By Brooke van Poppelen | 1/10/09 | New York is Retarded
tpburl.com/90jx8k
Prior to living in NYC, I had been blessed with the apparent privilege of having laundry
located somewhere in the same vicinity or actual space in which I lived.
Oh man was it ever a CHORE to go down 3 flights of stairs into the basement of my Chicago apartment building if I wanted to do laundry once a week. Oh the agony of waiting comfortably in my own living room while the cycles completed and egad, the utter pain of folding my
unmentionables in the privacy of my clean bedroom! Booooo hooooo hooooo hoooooo.
Now after 3 years of living in NYC which can only be described as all out war, I have a
new attitude toward laundry. It is something that maybe happens once a month; no longer a
commonplace chore but a hard won battle to have clean clothing and I dread doing it. Washers
and dryers are for the wealthy. And even wealthy people don’t have these appliances but can at
least afford to have someone pick up their laundry and do it for them. I am left to the world of
laundromats; a world where you spar with tiny Polish women for the good dryer. In this world,
people steal your belongings, ram you with wobbly carts, and yell at you for taking up too much
counter space.
Considering I don’t have a ton of garments anymore, I somehow acrue mountains of dirty
laundry that sits in the corner of my room and mocks me as I turn a pair of socks inside out to
wear another day. I sniff the seat of my jeans while shrugging my shoulders; “Someone on the F
train is definitely going to smell worse than me”, I often think to myself.
Living in my part of Brooklyn there is one laundromat an avenue up the street which
apparently services the entire neighborhood with it’s 4 washers and 4 dryers. All of this is
crammed into a space the size of a walk-in closet and it’s easily 110 degrees inside. Screaming
children run in and out of the laundromat and whiz by on scooters out front. And of course
there is a line to even use the machines. NO. Give me a mother scratching break.
After dragging an awkward, 30 pound bag of laundry for almost 20 minutes and sweating
profusely, it dawns on me why everyone has those little push carts. This is the NY equivalent of
a vehicle.
So, instead of buying a metal cart, for almost 3 years I have sneakily borrowed my neighbor’s during the day when they are not home. I get everything ready to go for my 3-hour outing
and push off from my apartment to wheel my filthy apparel over half a mile away to the more
remote laundromat I found. Without fail, I always hit a pothole in the road as I am crossing this
one intersection and either my laundry jumps out the top of the cart into the street, the cart
gets stuck and i tumble over it hitting my shin, or both happen at once but usually only on a
rainy day.
By the time I get to the laundromat, my mood can only be described as “foul”. Sure, this
laundromat is far more spacious than the local one, but somehow 1 little old lady has taken
up every washer to launder bedspreads covered with cat hair. The smell of a dirty diaper hangs
thick in the air even though there is no baby in sight.
Telemundo blares on the TV and the vending machine is broken.
Man, I don’t belong here. But then I ran across this ad and it angered me.
It makes me wonder, how on earth did someone get the idea that a landromat is a place for
sexy, young adults to gather and wear $300 pairs of jeans?
Goddammit, let that old lady in, you trust-fund brats! As much as I can’t stand her for taking up all the dryers, I am one of her and if you mess with her, you mess with me!
This director has clearly never spent a day with real people doing laundry in a laundromat;
disgruntled, defeaten and certainly not above stealing your designer jeans.

Kurt Simonson | tpburl.com/mxw754
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By Neal Boulton | 2/2/09 | Bastard Life
tpburl.com/j2s691
Unprotected anal sex is on the rise among teens. Time for a hard reminder.
Carry, a Colorado college student who had been in a steady relationship for months, was
recently cajoled by her boyfriend into some sexual experimentation.
We all know that the teen and young adult years are a time of sexual exploration (mine
were both fun and insane). But believe it or not, anal sex is one of the behaviors that is becoming more common among young people ages 13 to 20, and—as most of us who read BastardLife
know, without proper protection—dangerous.
He wanted to try anal sex, and even though the 20-year-old said she was “OK with the
idea,” she nervously downed several drinks before their unprotected lovemaking began.
Within 15 seconds, Carry said she was, “crying and asking him to stop.” He had already climaxed though—inside her. Fortunately for her, last week she tested negative for HIV, six months
after her “experiment.”
They never did it again. But experts say that as social mores ease, more young sexually active teens of all sexual orientations are engaging in unprotected anal sex, a behavior once rarely
mentioned in polite circles. And the experimentation, they worry, may be linked to the current
increase in sexually transmitted diseases—the incidence of which is highest among this 13-20
year old set across all demographics.
Recently, researchers at the Bradley Hasbro Children’s Research Center in Rhode Island suggested that anal sex is on the rise among teens and young adults, particularly those who have
unprotected vaginal sex as well.
Experts say girls and young women like Carry are often persuaded to try such sexual behavior for the wrong reasons—to please a partner (sound familiar?). Why? One reason 42% of
the men we polled issued was that it was “sex without the risk of pregnancy,” while the women
wrote back that “it preserves their virginity,” something referred to as saddlebacking.
Few, startingly, understand the health consequences.
“It really is shocking how many myths young people have about anal sex,” said Judy
Kuriansky, a Columbia University professor and author of Sexuality Education: Past Present and
Future.
“They don’t think you can get a disease from it because you’re not having intercourse,” she
told ABCNews.com. “They can actually recite by rote how you get AIDS, but it doesn’t transfer
to their personal behavior.”
The study included a comprehensive questionnaire about adolescent sexual and other risk
behaviors. The participants self-reported their answers, which scientists say can skew the results
in this type of study. To compensate, researchers used audio computer-assisted self-interview
technology, allowing participants to enter their responses directly into a computer, rather than
having to report to an interviewer.
“Given the subject matter, it is likely that the numbers reported may actually be an underestimate of the prevalence of these behaviors,” said Celia Lescano of Brown University, the
Bradley Hasbro study’s lead author.
More than one-third of new HIV infections in the United States occur among people
between the ages of 13 and 29 and can be attributed to the mind-set among youth that they are
not at risk of contracting the virus, according to the Kaiser Foundation. Time to think.

ADAM SJÖberg

Blogs: The Honeymoon is Over
By Mark Evans | 2/10/09 | Mark Evans Blog
tpburl.com/psftxk
Is it just me but is the buzz about blogs not what it used to be?
Not that long ago, people were really excited about blogs, and the wave of great new content being created about anything and everything. Heck, Robert Scoble claimed to read more than 700
blogs a day, which inspired lots of people to read lots of blogs themselves.
Today, however, blogs don’t have the same kind of mojo. Sure, the blogosphere is just as
vibrant, busy and interesting but there’s less excitement.
It may have to do with the fact the novelty about blogs is over. Blogs have now been
around for a few years, and have become an entrenched part of the media landscape. In many
respects, the honeymoon is over, and blogs have settled into a solid, long-term relationship. It’s
not to suggest the “marriage” is no longer exciting but it’s probably less passionate.
Another thesis is people have less time for blogs at a time when their digital lives are becoming increasingly busy and multi-pronged. A growing number of people, who used to spend
a lot of time reading blogs, are spending time with Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube and, of
course, their e-mail. The reality is people are becoming digitally stretched, and blogs are getting
less love these days.
The concept of being digitally stretched is something I’m going to talk more about later
this week. I think the market is ripe for services and tools to streamline, prioritize and simplify
our digital worlds so that the time we have is spent as productivity and efficiently as possible.

Oprah Land
By Marla Seidell | 1/13/09 | The Latest and Greatest
tpburl.com/0rdnq3
Okay, I’ll admit it. I had fun at Oprah today. I liken the entire surreal experience to attending the taping of the Bozo Show on WGN at age of five. Big differences abound between the two
shows in terms of audience demographic (think endless estrogen compared to gobs of children,
with the boundless energy more or less the same), guest stars (here Kate Winslet in person, with
Leo di Caprio and Mickey Rourke via Skype clearly outweighing Bozo’s weird clown sidekick),
and in the take home prize. We Oprah attendees went home with a copy of The Reader by Bernhard Schlink (the book on which the movie starring Winslet is based), while at Bozo a package
of Twinkies was thrust into my eager hands at the exit. Comparing the two, I have to say that
the Twinkies rank higher. My mom was a health enthusiast ahead of the curve, so for me the
Twinkies equated getting the golden ticket.
And let’s not forget the difference in host. Bozo and Oprah, how can you compare? Both
have reputations for big hair, admirable confidence, and talents in keeping their audience on
their toes. And both as television hosts exhibit elements of the television bizarre. What struck
me at Oprah was the dividing line between audience and TV land. After striding on stage, Oprah
took her helm, making remarks like, “Don’t be nervous,” and “What do I have, like twenty
seconds?” When the taping started she became a different person. A TV person talking to the
camera as if we the audience weren’t even there. Yet when you watch the show it appears that
host and audiences are seamlessly interwoven. This paradoxical aspect is admirably examined
in Being There, the 1979 film by Hal Asby (the same director who created the cult classic Harold
and Maude). In the film Peter Sellers plays Chance, a simpleton mesmerized by TV who serendipitously earns TV fame by uttering straightforward observations misunderstood as profound
wisdom.
TV makes things appear larger than they are. I suppose this is the central issue with Oprah
and everyone in TV land (especially talk shows). Elementary yet understood as grandiose. Oprah
told Kate Winslet, “I love that you have real breasts,” a statement easily eaten up by the majority of women in America, who cannot afford (or do not wish) to have breast augmentation. Yet
because Oprah says this on TV and she’s Oprah, it’s a “wow” moment. It’s Oprah wisdom. This
is not to say that despite being a TV God Oprah isn’t an interesting person. She was actually a
great deal more fun when the show was over and she chatted up the audience. She made offthe-cuff remarks like, “Because that’s what white people do,” and used the expression “crazyass.” Someone with their wits about them in the audience asked for her top movies of all time,
to which she replied, quickly: One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, Midnight Cowboy, and To Kill a
Mockingbird. Not what I expected to hear, because she’s so mainstream and overshadowed by her
own image of megalomania.

Visit Adams online portfolio: tpburl.com/xc15bn
Featured Blogger

Brooke Van Poppelen
Brooke Van Poppelen will not join you for brunch. She
will, however, write about how much she detests the meal
and other such urban atrocities in her blog, NY is Retarded.
Brooke is a Midwestern transplant now living in NYC and is
a 2008 ECNY nominated “Emerging Comic” for her standup comedy. Vote for her at:
http://www.ecnyawards.com.
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A Foie Gras Primer:
Notes for Seattle’s New Defenders of the Liver

Food

Salmon Burgers with
Cilantro Brown Rice
By Gabi Moskowitz | 2/11/09 | BrokeAss Gourmet

tpburl.com/xbs7jd

PREP TIME 20 COOK TIME 25

This is an awesome way to stretch an expensive ingredient (salmon), by combining it with
tasty but less-expensive ingredients, resulting in you getting the most bang for your buck. The
burgers are similar to crabcakes but more toothsome and satisfying. The spinach is a healthful,
fresh addition and the warm Cilantro Brown Rice makes the perfect bed for the tasty burgers. 		
The burgers are also delicious served on crusty rolls with a garlicky aioli
INGREDIENTS For the Burgers:
2 uncooked 4-oz salmon fillets, chopped into ½ “ chunks $8
1/2 cup frozen spinach, thawed and drained $2
1/4 medium red onion, chopped finely $1
2 cloves garlic, minced Pantry
2 tbsp mayonnaise Pantry
1 small bunch flat leaf parsley, chopped $1
1 tsp salt Pantry
a few grinds black pepper Pantry
1 tbsp olive oil for cooking Pantry
Total Cost of Recipe $12
DIRECTIONS
Combine all ingredients in a bowl. Divide into 2 patties and set on a clean plate or parchment paper.
Heat the olive oil over medium heat in a large frying pan. Cook the patties for 4-5 minutes on each side
until they are firm to the touch and nicely browned on the outside. Serve hot over Cilantro Brown Rice.
For the Cilantro Brown Rice:
2 cups freshly cooked, hot long grain brown rice $4 for a box
1 small bunch cilantro, roughly chopped, plus extra for garnish $1.50
salt to taste Pantry
Total Cost of Recipe $5.50
DIRECTIONS
Toss the hot rice with the cilantro and salt. Fluff with a fork.
PHOTOS

By Kate Hopkins | 2/10/09 | Accidental Hedonist
tpburl.com/v4y8sd
It seems that the Foie Gras nonsense has reared its ugly head here in Seattle. One of my
favorite restaurants, Lark, has recently seen weekly protests in front of its restaurant. The Northwest Animal Rights Network (NARN) has decided to put this locally owned, small business right
into their crosshairs. Sales of foie gras, by the owners accounts, have not been affected.
But the issue has sort of taken the weekly alternative paper by surprise when their food
critic, Bethany Jean Clement, started posting on the issue. (Note: If memory serves, it was Ms.
Clement who suggested to her editor to give me a shot at restaurant reviewing a few years back.
Although she and I have never met, such a relationship is worth noting. Of course my memory
may be wrong.)
The result of those posts? Explosive comment chaos, chock full of misinformation, comic
posturing, and out and out insults about class. In short, everything that makes the foie gras
debate fun.
Oh, and as an added bonus, NARN is using the recent ruling from the Better Business
Bureau’s Advertising Board dispute with D’Artagnan as one of the many justifications for their
protest. It’s interesting to note that NARN is using findings from a board that likely had no
farmers, veterinarians, philosphers, or scientists on the panel. But hey, that’s just my take.
So for those of you in Seattle new to the foie gras debate, let me provide a bit of an introduction into the issues surrounding the dish.
What is Foie Gras? Foie Gras is a food product made of the liver of a duck or goose that
has been specially fattened. Source.
Specially Fattened? What does that mean? It means that the ducks and geese are feed
extensively, sometimes through the use of a process called gavage. Gavage, in foie gras production, is the process in which corn is force-fed to farm-raised ducks through a funnel down their
throats. Source.
Force-fed? That sounds horrible! Well, if you’re a human, it would be. But ducks and
geese have a different anatomy than humans.
Different? How? Well for one, they can store up to half their body weight in a diverticulum of their esophagus. This is a common trait to all birds.Source
But a tube is stuck down their throat! Not really. According the Hudson Valley, a maker
of foie gras, the tube is put immediately in front of the duck or goose’s esophagus, but not into
it.
What about the enlarged liver? Doesn’t that cause suffering? Undeniably. It causes hepatic steatosis, which, if left untended, causes suffering in the duck and will force it to collapse.
So the animal rights folks have a point? Yes and no. To produced good foie gras, a duck
or goose should be killed before stress influences the taste of the liver. So the question becomes
“at what point should the birds be killed”. As the source reports, there is a threshold that the
bird would feel stress from the enlarged liver. If the bird is killed before that threshold is met,
there is no suffering.
Additionally, one has to take into account that all animal livestock ultimately endures at
least one measure of violence - the slaughter of said animal. Cows, pigs, chickens all go through
this in order to enter the food chain. So in essence there is at least one correlation between foie
gras and your average every day daily meat source.
So if every animal meets a cruel end, why do the animal rights folks attack foie gras?
To read the rest of this article, visit tpburl.com/v4y8sd
Advertising
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Give a Lasting Bouquet This Valentine’s Day
Fragrant Delight, Limited Edition Giclée on Canvas measures 15” x 14”
with frame $250. Order Online at: MelodyTheArtist.com/fragrant.html By
Phone 800-771-6464
Free Ground Shipping

André Bernardo | tpburl.com/5y3spd

A Grande Venti Double Shot Extra Dry Skim Whipped

Chirp Off

By William Elliot Hazelgrove | 1/29/09 | The View from Hemingway’s Attic
tpburl.com/gvkq81
So Starbucks is laying off people. The sky is truly falling. Maybe all our trouble began when
we couldn’t even order a cup of coffee without tuning up our windpipes and speaking French.
I have to admit I have been a holdout. Oh, I go to Starbucks, but I still use words like small or
large. Women pucker their brows and men mutter heathen when they hear me go, “yeah I’ll
take a small cup of coffee.” Cretin. And of course then I paid my ten bucks like everyone else
for my coffee and roll and went happily on my way. Americans have always prided ourselves
on cutting through the BS and getting down to the grit of things. Let the Europeans take on
aires, we are a people who speak plainly without pretension. Then came Starbucks. Shuffling
into Dunkin Donuts or 7/11 for a cup of coffee became strutting into Starbucks and declaring,
“Yes, I want a grandee skim white chocolate peppermint mocha whipped with a double shot
and a slice of your nonfat coffee cake...” Phew. That’ll be fifty bucks. Probably about here we
should have sniffed a sea change. When ordering a cup of coffee becomes a novel that costs as
much as a novel then something has gone weird on the good ship middle class. We had a coffee
bubble going and now it has burst and the men in the green smocks are going to be joining us
on the other side of the counter. Will the ubiquitous image of well shod people walking down
the street holding white cups with curved lids leave the diorama of our cultural landscape?
Probably not. Lets face it that has become the image of people who are doing well. People who
can afford to pay that kind of money for a cup of coffee and illiterate their way thorough the
nomenclature of coffeeology surely have their &^%$ together. But maybe in these harder times,
there might be another image, some guy walking down the street with a big 7/11 on his cup and
a cold donut, sloshing along, muttering the patois of the boom years like a deranged caffeinated
moron...ah, grandee...no....latteee, no venti...uh cappacino espresso extra shot blastoh. Somehow that seems more real.
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We asked: With Fashion Week right around the corner, which
fashion disaster do you hope comes back?
@MisElleBee

I want the side ponytail to make a serious comeback. It’d be totally rad.

@doellmi

I would love to see L.A. Gear high tops make a come back...but minus
the acid wash jeans and stir-up pants!

@carmenincalgary

It is all about the leg warmers... oh... and big earrings... the bigger the
better!

@KelliSue
@theerinwiggle

Neon Spandex under cutoffs! That was a HOT look!! w. scrunchie socks!!
oh yah LOVE the 80s
SCRUNCHIES (the hair ties). Though some people think they’re still in
style. I had one that matched each outfi

@tmamone Bring back the mom jeans!
@JessicaGalliart

Not sure if it's considered a disaster, but I always loved spandex bicycle
shorts under miniskirts...preferably neon.

@indevelopment 80’s style leg warmers! Then I could wear my skirts and tights with added
warmth and without judgement.

The Printed Blog

@mskut I have an awesome flannel shirt in my closet and would like to wear it
without being called Al Borland.
@mskut I was at the stylist today and they said the mullet is making a comeback.
We all better be on the lookout!

BROKEASS GOURMET MIXTAPE #1 (THE ‘70S)

Music

Onomastic Fantastic, or,
My Mourning My Morning
Jacket’s Choice of Band Name
By Greg Olear | 2/9/09 | The Nervous Breakdown
tpburl.com/tfg651
I have discovered a new band. This is a big deal at my advanced age of 36. Once you leave
college, your musical tastes tend to fossilize, like so many Duran Duran albums in amber. So I’m
pleased with myself for branching out and giving new music a chance.
And I really like this band. The first single, “I’m Amazed,” is a straight up-and-down slowrock anthem, with soaring harmonies and a satisfyingly thump to the drums. The second one,
“Evil Urges,” is even better. The only problem with this new band is that they have one of the
stupidest band names ever: My Morning Jacket.
It could be that there’s some clever tale involved with choosing that name that, were I
privy to it, might make me change my mind. (Maybe it’s a drug reference? Those always go over
my head). That happens sometimes.
Another new band I like, Lavender Diamond, is so called because that was the stage name
its lead singer Becky Stark selected for herself—not for a stint as an exotic dancer, like TNB’s
Autumn Kindelspire, but for a junior high school talent show. Steely Dan is the name of a dildo
in Naked Lunch. The authors of “Freebird” named their band after their hated high school gym
teacher, Leonard Skinner, whose drawl was so unintelligible that it came out “Lynard Skynard.”
There are plenty of stories like this. Led Zeppelin took its name from a bad review; the
critic had predicted, with Rumsfeldian prescience, that Robert Plant et al would go down like a
lead zeppelin. The aforementioned Duran Duran is named for the villain in the cult sci-fi flick
Barbarella (even though said villain’s name is actually Durand-Durand). And the seeminglymeaningless moniker UB40 is derived from the British unemployment insurance form.
Still and all, most band names—especially the new ones—range from blah to downright
awful. Linkin Park, Paper Route, Plain White Tees, Shiny Toy Guns, Vampire Weekend, Death
Cab for Cutie. Couldn’t they have come up with something simpler, lie U2 or R.E.M.? Only the
heavy metal bands seem to get it right: Black Sabbath, Judas Priest, Iron Maiden, Metallica.
Perhaps the dearth of lousy band names is indicative of a larger cultural problem. Maybe
we’ve lost our ability to name things. As Brad Listi pointed out on these very pages, no one
has come up with a sticky name for our current economic downturn (I submit the Crater of
’08—Cr8ter, for short). Or maybe it is a reaction to George W. Bush’s compulsive need to give
everyone nicknames.
It could also be that historically, there is a disparity between the quality of the name of a
band and the quality of the music. The Beatles, Rush, Yes, Nirvana, Wilco. All tens on the music
quality scale, but no higher than six or seven on the name-o-meter, for a total score of 16 or 17.
The Rolling Stones and the Kinks are better (some would include the Who, but that name always struck me as too precious). And Joy Division is the music/name scale equivalent of a 1600
SAT.
(I’m not, I realize, the first person to suggest that most band names suck. Monty Python
did this to great effect on The Contractual Obligation Album—so much so that the zaniest name
they came up with, Toad the Wet Sprocket, was appropriated by an actual band. And the hysterical radio comics Scharpling and Wurster (themselves in need of a catchy name, it says here)
invented a host of kooky bands: Failure Time, Sherbet Falls, Witchy Poo, and I Love You, the
Ghost of Ann B. Davis.)
OK, I’ve gone to Wikipedia and uncovered the secret of the My Morning Jacket name: “The
band’s moniker comes from a discarded coat lead singer Jim James found while sifting through
the remains of his favorite bar after it burned down.”
Stupid name, and stupid background story. Ah, whatever. As Shakespeare said, an Axl Rose
by any other name still rocks hard.

By Adam Metz | 2/11/09 | BrokeAss Gourmet
tpburl.com/9qyc02
The other night, over a drink, I was envisioning what BrokeAss Gourmet would have
looked like if it had come about during the ugly Recession of ’74.
This playlist (done on Rhapsody ) includes a freebie, in typical BrokeAss Gourmet fashion. After
you listen to it, you get to listen for another 14 days. I’ve been using the service for about a year,
and for the price of about 1 disc a month, I’ve been using it every day.
All of these tracks have one thing in common: they’re all about being out of money, or out
of love, and they’re all from about ’72-‘79.
BrokeAss Gourmet Mixtape #1 (The ’70s)
1. Big Star – In The Street – A total power-pop gem from ’72. Also, the theme to “That ’70s
Show,” (Cheap Trick cover).
2. The Raspberries – I Wanna Be With You – Another power-pop classic, and not quite a lost
classic, either. Makes you want to drive around with the windows down, if you owned a car.
3. Elton John – Funeral For A Friend (Love Lies Bleeding) – Captain Fantastic goes prog! It’s
like Yes, but with more pianos! Cook something up!
4. Badfinger – Money – Amazing Beatles hard-pop proteges throw in a track from their amazing Straight Up album.
5. Warren Zevon – Poor Poor Pitiful Me – BrokeAss and lonely in L.A., 1976. This is as good as
misery will ever sound.
6. Fleetwood Mac – I Don’t Wanna Know – Heartbreak on roller skates, from Rumours. The
happy sounds of an L.A. breakup.
7. Joy Of Cooking – Love Is Just A Four-Letter Word – Not-so-well-known Berkeley folk-pop
group from Berkeley is sort of like a Bay Area version of the Fairport Convention. Good
kitchen music.
8. Electric Light Orchestra – Shine A Little Love – A disco/pomp classic from ’79. Shine a little
love, but don’t forget to pick up some two-buck-chuck, either.
9. Dwight Twilley – Long, Lonely Nights – We’d never forget to include a little power-pop rarity
on the mix. Dwight Twilley is sort of a cross between a power-pop Tom Petty and a young
George Harrison. Very cool stuff for walking around town in the evening.
10. Bruce Springsteen – She’s The One (Live At Hammersmith, ’75) – Sometimes, you gotta
improvise, and that’s exactly what the Boss does on what may possibly be one of the best
E-Street shows ever. If you thought the Super Bowl show was good, check this one out.
11. Judee Sill – Crayon Angels – BG winds you down with a mellow track – it’s some mystical
folk from Judee Sill. Fleet Foxes fans, take note – they frequently cover this track, live. Joni
Mitchell, she ain’t. Sill sadly OD’d in ’79. Her “new” album Dreams Come True (2005) is one
of our absolute faves.
PHOTOS

PHOTOS

David Meskhi | tpburl.com/fdr6pb

She & Him - I Put a Spell on You (Screamin’ Jay Hawkins cover)

Andy Barron | tpburl.com/gt69h8

By Luis Tovar | 2/9/09 | Pretty Much Amazing!
tpburl.com/r1kt7w
I’ve got to admit that when I heard that M Ward and that chick from Elf were hooking up
to give birth to indie-pop outfit She & Him, I think I died a little inside. Then I heard She &
Him’s Volume One. Try and find a better beach, summer-fun album in 2008. You just couldn’t.
Zooey Deschanel has since become one of my favorite people — she’s adorable. Her songs are
always endearing, always sad, and always hooky; and not a single artless moment is found in M
Ward’s clever musical arrangements.
She & Him recently took part in that Sweethearts 09 Valentine’s Day compilation I keep
pimping out. I do so for a reason, folks — the compilation is fucking brilliant! Just drop by your
local Starbucks (I know you were just there this morning!) and drop the $12.95 for this thing.
Zooey Deschanel did a moving, almost-A capella rendition of the Screamin’ Jay Hawkins classic
— “I Put a Spell on You” which you should listen to below:
Bat for Lashes - Glass
There is something about Bat For Lashes that I really like. It’s that something about her that
makes me want to watch Donnie Darko. Bat For Lashes’ 2007 debut, Fur & Gold, displayed a talent that was impossible to ignore. This new song, “Glass,” straight from her upcoming sophomore effort, Two Sons, follows in its predecessors footsteps. “Glass” already begins to weave the
fantastic tales that made Fur & Gold a sensation, blending electronics with the organic sounds
of drums and shakers. This really sets the bar up pretty high for the forthcoming album — but I
don’t doubt Natasha Khan’s ability to meet these standards.

Kurt Simonson | tpburl.com/mxw754
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Sports

Travel

Should the NHL Look at Turner
Over ESPN?

What Tyler Durden’s Philosophy
Teaches Us About Travel

By SamFels | 2/10/09 | Second City Hockey
tpburl.com/z84s96
So, every so often you’ll hear a lot of hemming and hawing, whatever those may be, about
how badly the NHL biffed it by going to VS. instead of ESPN. I used to be one of those, until
I remembered my absolute abhorrence of The Worldwide Leader. But more on that later. In
hindsight, I could see the NHL’s theory: Why not go to a station where you would be the main
sports priority, that could give you all the attention and resources they had? It’s only VS. lack
of distribution that has hurt, so probably more research on this should have been done before
choosing it, but the principle, I thought, was sound.
Contrast that with ESPN, with all it’s distribution and bells and whistels. The NHL would
still be low on the totem-pole of priorities for it. MLB, NBA, Monday NIght Football, probably
college football and basketball would all be slotted ahead of it. Granted, it would get more coverage than it does now on the Boo-yah! Network -- because ESPN markets what it has contracts
to cover, therefore nullifying it as a journalistic entity in any way -- but really, how much?
Secondly, ESPN’s style makes me want to light myself and others on fire. If Scott Van Pelt
were half as funny as he thinks, he’d be right up there with Chris Rock. Ditto Stuart Scott and
all the rest. The only known hockey guy is Buccigross, who’s too busy trying to make a Journey
reference to prove how cool he is to bother with any hockey talk (Jon, Journey sucks, and so
do all the bands you quote. Make one more Bon Jovi reference, I dare you, motherfucker.) Is
Bill Pidto even alive these days? Whatever, we lost any decent hockey anchor when Tom Mees
passed.
ESPN’s actual game coverage is even worse. For any sport. In their NBA booth, Marc Jackson can’t count to 10, and Van Gundy is too busy reading his resume over the air to get another
job to give me any analysis. Their Monday Night Booth is the 8th level of hell, and I’m pretty
sure Kornheiser’s voice signals the apacolypse. Baseball? Puh-lease. John Kruk looks and talks
like he’s stuffed a bunch of Krispy Kreme’s in his pants, which he probably has. What Steve
Phillips knows about baseball I could put in my pipe, smoke it, and not have enough to pass
around or get high. Joe Morgan is so bad the greatest sports blog ever written was dedicated to
talking about how much he sucked. You really want the geniuses who put these people in place
to cover hockey?
Which brings me to Turner Sports. Their coverage of the NBA on TNT has been the pinnacle of sports coverage in this country. They treat you like an adult. They simply just describe
the action, and the analysts point out stuff you might not have seen without celebrating or yelling. Until recently, Kenny Smith and Barkley were the best studio going team, until Barkley got
lazy and blow job-hunting (and can you blame him?).
They’ve recently expanded to baseball, which not quite the quality is still minus the bells
and whistles that ESPN employ to give us an aneurysm. They still treat you like an adult.
Maybe Turner would be interested. Actually, it’s likely they wouldn’t be. But some outside of
the box thinking on where to take the NHL on cable wouldn’t be out of place.

By Juliane Huang | 2/10/09 | Brave New Traveler
tpburl.com/49s1j8
Certain lessons can be gleaned from the philosophy of Tyler Durden.
Most of us have seen the movie Fight Club. When it hit theaters in 1999 with an unbelievably
carved Brad Pitt and ingeniously beleaguered Ed Norton, author Chuck Palahniuk found himself
with a giant, rabid, new fan base dedicated to Tyler Durden and his philosophy.
Avowing anti-consumerist ideas and an explosive refusal of passive acceptance, Durden led
the other characters into a violent awakening and encouraged audiences’ vicarious participation.
Whether leaving the theater or flipping the last page of the book, viewers and readers alike
were left with the stinging thematic message: “This is your life, and it’s ending one minute at a
time.”
For travelers, this message has been the underlying pulse humming in the background of
every flight, ticket, hostel, and trek.
Subtle, but never forgotten, the drive to make the most out of life is the communal thread
linking backpackers, flashpackers, travelers, and adventure-seekers alike.
Ten years later, Tyler Durden’s philosophy still has a lot to teach us about travel:
“It’s only after we’ve lost everything that we’re free to do anything.”
This is less about wiping our slates clean of all accomplishments, relationships, or manufactured
goods, and more about cutting free from the obsessive attachment supported and fed by modern consumerist and business culture.
When we board that plane or get that visa stamped, we are instantly reminded that we are
fundamentally free beings. We are free to go where we want and do what we want. Our car payments do not dictate our life choices.
Travel shows us that we’re free to do anything. We can stomp grapes in Italy, surf in Costa
Rica, or fire dance in Thailand. We just need to make that choice. Freedom is inherent in travel
and imperative in Fight Club.
“You’re not your job. You’re not how much money you have in the bank. . . You’re not
your fucking khakis.”
In the shuffle of seductive television ads, competitive social comparisons, and overbearing
societal barometers telling us just how far in life we should be, we tend to misplace our own
identities.
We measure our feelings of self worth on how shiny and new the plastic of our recent
purchase is. We define ourselves by the brands we wear or don’t wear. We allow automated computer programs to categorize our likes and dislikes for us.
Travel reminds us who we are and what we aren’t. We aren’t jobs, currency, automobiles,
or textiles. And that’s never more clear than when drifting down the river in a bamboo raft on a
sunny day. We’re never more in touch with our identity than when we’re navigating the streets
of a new city whose language we can’t understand, using a map we can’t read.
We can be nothing but ourselves when we travel. And we should always remember that.
“People do it everyday, they talk to themselves… they see themselves as they’d like to be,
they don’t have the courage you have, to just run with it.”
Travel takes courage and teaches us courage. Many are afraid to step outside their comfort zones
and be without an anchor in the familiar.
As travelers, our bravery is continually challenged. Whether it is packing up all our belongings to move to another country or joining in a cliff diving session during a summer trip, travel
is relentlessly asking more of us and testing what we’re made of.
But once we’re there, flying over borders or off the cliff’s edge, the rewards are immense.
We are no longer seeing ourselves as we’d like to be; we are becoming the people we’d like to be.
And that feeling is incomparable.
“I say never be complete, I say stop being perfect, I say… let’s evolve, let the chips fall
where they may.”
Every new trip breeds new understanding. We see new landscapes, meet different people, gather
new experiences. Travel helps us further along our intellectual, psychological, and emotional
evolution.
Travel reminds us that life isn’t a series of boxes to be checked off or a succession of requisite motions. We are alive to be alive, learning growing and along the way. Everything else is
minutiae.
Stop being perfect. It is more important to be evolved.
As with travel, Fight Club warns us to never lose sight of the essential. It’s easy to get
hustled along on a guided path, but much more satisfying to forge your own way. As travelers,
we need to keep in mind these reasons and our goals for why we travel.
And always remember, “This is your life, and it’s ending one minute at a time.”

Green

Trees Packing Up, Moving North
By Citizen of the Earth | 2/10/09 | Earthly Happenings
tpburl.com/yhjnb5
Trees generally aren’t known for
their mobility, but some tree species are
headed north at an average clip of 62
miles (100 kilometers) a century by distributing their seedlings northward. At
that rate, stands of yellow birch in the
U.S., for example, may move well north
of the Canadian border by the early
2100s. (No, they don’t need passports.)
In a paper appearing this month in the
journal Forest Ecology and Management, the study authors documented
the northward march of 40 major tree
species in 30 states. As a result of global
warming, the trees are following the cooler weather north. The finding confirms a link between
global warming and forest migration, said lead study author Chris Woodall, of the Forest Service’s Northern Research Station in St. Paul, Minnesota. “This is no longer conjecture,” he said.
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